The world's first
Commodore
PET
Show

The Empire Napoleon Suite
Cafe Royal
Piccadilly, London
13-14 June

Organised by Baroness International Public Relations
on behalf of
COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES LTD.

Exhibition Opening Times:  Friday 13th June: 11.30 am to 8.00 pm
Saturday 14th June: 10.00 am to 4.00 pm

** PET SYMPOSIUM - SEMINAR PROGRAMME ** (exclusive to PET USERS CLUB MEMBERS)
(You may join the PET Users Club at the show - please contact their stand)

FRIDAY 13th June
12.00am PET as an IEEE-488 Bus Controller - Spiro Omfalos
2.00 pm PET in Psychiatry - Dr. R. Ancill
3.00 pm Teaching with PET - Dr. G. Kenny
4.00 pm PET in the Physics Lab - Bob Sparkes
5.00 pm PET in North America - Jim Butterfield
6.00 pm PET User Club Forum - Commodore Staff

Saturday 14th June
10.30am PET in the Physics Lab - Bob Sparkes
11.30am Teaching with PET - Dr. G. Kenny
12.30pm PET User Club Forum - Commodore Staff
2.00 pm Microelectronics and the Handicapped - Phil Oder
3.00 pm PET in North America - Jim Butterfield

Latest details of additional speakers and topics will be announced throughout the show and displayed on PET-controlled audio-visual systems.

FOR ANY FURTHER QUERIES, PLEASE CONTACT THE PET SHOW INFORMATION STAND NUMBER 10.

www.commodore.ca
May Not Reprint Without Permission
B&3 COMPUTERS LTD, Suite 1, 124 Newport Street, Bolton BL3 6AB. Tel: (0204) 26644.

been appointed Commodore's exclusive mail order dealer, Audiogenic keep constant stock of all PETPACK software products, a range of accessories and books and can offer virtually the same day delivery. Audiogenic will be demonstrating their ORACLE/PET link up.

BPS COMPUSCIENCE LTD., PO Box 121, Melton, Ontario, L9T 2Y3, Canada. Tel: 0101416 83780581. Stand contact: Mr. B. McClean.

Mitrelynn will be demonstrating their acoustic cover designed for the Commodore printer which reduces the noise level per unit by over 80% and is ideally suited for use in a noisy sensitive environment.

CALCO SOFTWARE, Lakeside House, Kington Hill, Tuffnell Park, London SE18. Tel: 01-466 7266. Stand contact: Mr. A. Emery.

They are also demonstrating software: "COMPAS" - includes random access routines and saves up to 90% program development time; "NEWSBOY", with over 70 programs for newsagents accounting & delivery and accuracy are essential in written communications but where staff resources are limited. They are also showing their new 'Microclerk' program for electronic round control and "GOLD" a product costing system for manufacturing joiners.

This company specialises in design, supply, installation and after sales maintenance of 'disco sound and specialised lighting' public address, fail-safe audio fire alarms and the new exciting motion message computerised display system. The scope of their operation covers everything from clubs, theatres and discos to factories, stores and sports grounds.

KRAM (Keyed Random Access Method) - A fast and easy way to use the method of storing and retrieving data on disk. The reset switch allows control over number of file records to 4,000 and any number of records per diskette.

As the sole importers and distributors of the MTh High Resolution Graphics System for the PET computer, this company will be demonstrating the great potential of this system as an educational or research tool. An excellent example of graphics at its best.
Image Science Microcomputers Ltd., Hadley Technology Centre, Tel: 01364-699 049. Stand contact: Mr. A. Meakins.

Image Science Microcomputers Ltd. develop hardware and software for the PET computer as well as being a dealer in all PET products. Their Matrix Box enables users to be written on PET and can also be used with the games they have available. They are also demonstrating their own disassembler and address labelling software.

INTERNATIONAL DATA AUTOMATION, 11 Station Parade, Virginia Water, Surrey, GU25 4BD. Tel: (0044) 4951. Stand contact: George Horsfield.

On show will be a selection of furniture including printer desks, filing cabinets and floppy disk frame drives. Plus Continuous Lone Stands, Manuscript Holders and some new滨 ticket printers. The company has had a long association with the Commodore stand.

J.C. COMPUTER SOFTWARE, 27 London Road, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tel: (0622) 27456. Stand contact: Mrs. J.C. Lemon.

This company specializes in programming aids, technical programs and pre-written machine code subroutines which will be demonstrated with their Assembler package for 68K, 16K and 62K PETs together with a range of support software that allows machine code to be integrated into BASIC PROGRAM. Also an display of a Control Channel (personal computer), laboratory instruments and other new and improved systems. A wide range of software is on offer from 100 to 1500 lines, 400 customer accounts. A comprehensive suite of quality, scale, analysis, as well as software will be demonstrated with a sales and support package.

MACINTOSH LIMITED, York House, Clarence Avenue, Lancing, Sussex, BN13 4NP. Tel: (0376) 25425. Stand contact: Mr. D. Smith.

On show will be Industrial Rack mounted version CM-3032, 4032 - Process monitoring system controlling process manufacturing. Plus: Manuscan 300 Bar Code Reader - used in conjunction with stock control and in any system whereby a check on movement of parts has to be kept.

MED:COM, 31 Beverley Road, Woking, Surrey. Tel: (0208) 23164. Stand contact: Carl Skinn.

Demonstrated will be OUSING, a powerful management system providing quick and easy control of expenditure within individual cost centres (hundreds of cost centres each containing 100 cost categories) and TIME, a data collection system for timed employees clocking full preparation and analysis of 'time sheets' for costing and payroll.

MICE TURNER, 47 London Road, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Tel: (0622) 27456. Stand contact: Mrs. J.C. Lemon.

They will be promoting their REPAIR SERVICES FOR MICROSYSTEMS. On display will be their FAST FIX PET CONTROLLED ATE REPAIR FACILITY, together with the PET-TELEXMATE and the REPAIR TECHNIQUE SYSTEM.

NORTH LONDON ROBOT COMPUTER CLUB, Polytechnic of North London, Electronics Dept., Holloway Road, London N7. Tel: 01-6072799. Stand contact: Barry Rolls.

The club has a wide range of computer programs covering a wide variety of applications. The club is particularly interested in making PETs more 'user friendly'.

OCULAR COMPUTING, 139 Beverley Road, Hull, N. Humberside. Tel: (0482) 23146. Stand contact: Gail Bean.

They will be demonstrating their NC Tape Preparation and Editing System. This is a unique machine for the interpretation and examination of NC tapes. It is used to convert tapes into a computer readable format and also to examine and edit tapes with complete detailed reports.

PEOPLEWARE, 31 Beverley Road, Woking, Surrey. Tel: (0208) 23164. Stand contact: Carl Skinn.

Demonstrated will be OUSING, a powerful management system providing quick and easy control of expenditure within individual cost centres (hundreds of cost centres each containing 100 cost categories) and TIME, a data collection system for timed employees clocking full preparation and analysis of 'time sheets' for costing and payroll.

PERKETAL ELECTRONICS LTD, 33 Portugal Road, Woking, Surrey. Tel: (0208) 23164. Stand contact: Mr. P.J. Watts.

As a PET dealer, this long-established electronic equipment supplying company offers a comprehensive service for microcomputer, accessories and software businesses, as well as for the hobby user.

PRINTOUT MAGAZINE, Greenacre, North Street, Theale, Berks RG7 6BA. Tel: (0753) 20814. Stand contact: Terry Hope (Editor).

Like to know more about the PET? PRINTOUT is a glossy magazine devoted solely to the PET, appearing 10 times a year. The special June Show issue on sale at the show will give further information about the 3rd Personal Computer World Show to be held at the Curad International in Harlow on September 4th-5th.
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PRODUCTS EXHIBITED, 14 Beverley Road, Hull, N. Humberside. Tel: (0482) 23146. Stand contact: Gail Bean.

They will be demonstrating their NC Tape Preparation and Editing System. This is a unique machine for the interpretation and examination of NC tapes. It is used to convert tapes into a computer readable format and also to examine and edit tapes with complete detailed reports.

PUBLISHING, a guide of what it is like to run a public company. On Stand 6 demonstrations include the SALES AND PURCHASE LEDGER package and WOROCRAFT, the disk-based wordprocessing package.

PUBLIC TECHNOLOGY, a glossy magazine devoted solely to the PET, appearing 10 times a year. The special June Show issue on sale at the show will give further information about the 3rd Personal Computer World Show to be held at the Curad International in Harlow on September 4th-5th.
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PET SHOW - STAND LAYOUT AND EXHIBITION GUIDE

THE ORGANISERS:

COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES LTD
818 Leigh Road
SLOUGH, Berks.
Tel: Slough 74111

BARTONESS INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC RELATIONS
1-3 Old Compton Street
LONDON W1
Tel: 01-734 2907